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ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE 

Consideration of Tabled Papers 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

HON MAX TRENORDEN (Agricultural) [5.04 pm]: What has been achieved in the 12 months since I last 
spoke on this matter? The answer is virtually nothing. On my instigation, there was a Public Sector Commission 
assessment of the formal investigations by the Department of Health into Moodie. The Public Sector 
Commission found one breach of standards that dealt with the way the health department ceased to pay Mr 
Michael Moodie. That was not what the assessment was supposed to be all about. What it did tell us was 
something we already knew. There has been a deliberate smokescreen by the Public Sector Commissioner.  

I am frustrated, angry and extremely disappointed. I said in my speech in 2010 that public administration in 
Western Australia was in dire straits. It is. Now I have experienced it firsthand. These circumstances are 
incredible when one considers that Parliament recently passed legislation to increase the powers of the Public 
Sector Commission to oversight the public service. I fear this issue is one not of mandate, but of interest and 
competence.  

Mr Moodie was given an undertaking by the Public Sector Commission that it would conduct a review and that it 
would speak to him. It came to pass that the Public Sector Commission had a preliminary discussion with 
Moodie when it spoke with him about the terms of reference for a review under the act. Moodie provided the 
formal documentation he had between himself and the Department of Health, then he heard nothing more. Some 
months later the Public Sector Commission produced an assessment that said, in essence, there was nothing it 
could or would do. The Public Sector Commissioner came to this conclusion without formally speaking to Mr 
Moodie and without seeking information that he was already aware of and knew existed, and he failed to secure 
that information from the Department of Health. I am very disappointed. This is completely incompetent and 
immoral. The Public Sector Commissioner did not ask Mr Moodie for his version of the events; it did not 
provide him with necessary protections; and it did not speak to me. I was given an undertaking by the Public 
Sector Commission that it would conduct a review and it would speak to Mr Moodie. It just did not happen. In 
fact, over the five years of this whole sorry business no-one has asked Moodie formally to tell his side of the 
story. Amazingly, the Public Sector Commission review made no mention whatsoever of the contents of my 
speech. Despite assurances to me, the Public Sector Commission elected not to have an inquiry under the act. 
That means that it has not looked into the past formal documentation of the Department of Health investigations. 
Despite my observations in the house about how Mr Moodie was covertly investigated and about the way he and 
his family were treated by Department of Health officers, these matters remain unexplained and now 
unexamined. Most importantly, the allegation that Moodie was removed because of what he discovered with the 
computer contracts remains unexamined. I think this was quite deliberate on the part of the Public Sector 
Commissioner. He did not want to unearth the underlying deception within the system—a system for which he 
has responsibility.  

Also, the Public Sector Commission arbitrarily decided to not look into any of the issues relating to the members 
of Mr Moodie’s family, yet they too were directly pursued in the attempt to get Moodie. In my whole 
parliamentary career I know of no situation in which a government department has pursued an entire family. It is 
not the Stasi of East Germany I am talking about; I am talking about Western Australia. This is the Department 
of Health in Western Australia. Members will recall that the Director of Public Prosecutions at the time, Mr 
Cock, considered the recommendations of the Corruption and Crime Commission to prosecute Dr Fong, the then 
Director General of the Department of Health, for discussing with Brian Burke details of the CCC investigation 
into Mr Moodie. The Australian on 6 June 2008 reported that Mr Cock commented on his reasons for not 
pursuing the prosecution of Dr Fong as being that Dr Fong had suffered enough by losing a $630 000-a-year job 
over his behaviour and that it was not in the public interest to punish him further. Why then was Fong, when 
guilty, let off, and why is it that Moodie who is innocent cops the lot? Why is it? Why is that the case? How can 
this rift actually exist in Western Australia? Mr Cock provided the legal advice that there should be not a Public 
Sector Commission review but an assessment. As the Public Sector Commission did not have a proper inquiry—
it relied only on the official correspondence between Moodie and the Department of Health—of course it was 
going to produce only a predetermined outcome. The Department of Health was not going to air its dirty laundry 
in official correspondence with Mr Moodie.  

As Mr Moodie indicated to the Public Sector Commission, he is willing to tell his story to a properly constituted 
Public Sector Commission inquiry under the act. Mr Moodie has documentation to support his story and knows 
that further relevant documentation is held by the Department of Health, but because the Public Sector 
Commission chose not to have a proper inquiry and to just cover it up, none of this has come to light. What we 
have is a situation whereby a government department can make serious allegations against a public officer based 
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on an allegation by another public officer who remains nameless and who is afforded protection, then 
investigates him, publicly humiliates him, stops his pay, goes after members of his family, takes him to court and 
prosecutes him, reinvestigates him to find more dirt, and when the officer wins not once but twice, the officer is 
left financially and emotionally ruined with his career in tatters and unable to find meaningful work in not only 
Western Australia but the whole of Australia. I ask the house: is this what the Western Australian public service 
is about? When I asked the Public Sector Commission to look into how the situation could arise, all it did was 
quickly and superficially look at official correspondence and say, “No; everything’s okay.” 

Let me come back to the Public Sector Commission review of Moodie. This disgraceful document—I have it 
here and I will quote from it in a moment—looked only at the issue of procedural fairness, and used the findings 
of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission as primary evidence. We knew all that information 
before the assessment occurred; it was all public information. The commission concluded that there had been 
only one breach and that had been dealt with so no further action was needed or justified. I have the document 
with me. It is called “Assessment Report: Disciplinary Process Applied to Mr Michael Harris Moodie” and is 
dated 3 June 2011. I will raise a couple of issues from this; I do not have time to go through it all. The reports 
states — 

1. MATTER 

Examine the disciplinary process applied to Mr Michael Harris Moodie by the employing authority.  

I put to the house that I have just outlined a raft of issues today, and last year I brought a book of issues into this 
place. None of those issues has been examined. It has not been pointed out to Mr Moodie or to me that those 
issues were incorrect. In fact, the commission has just got out the plaster and plastered over the cracks. None of 
those things has come to light. The Public Sector Commission examined one issue and one issue only, which is 
stated in this document under the heading “Matter”. The report’s recommendations were — 

i. That the Commissioner not commence a statutory review of matters specific to Mr Moodie’s 
disciplinary process. 

ii. That the Commission undertake a general evaluation of the application of the discipline 
standard by the employing authority for the Department of Health and WA Health Services, 
to identify opportunities for improved practices. 

iii. That a special inquiry into the conduct of the Employing Authority with respect to Mr 
Moodie’s disciplinary process not be commenced, as such further action is not considered to 
be in the public interest. 

I find that statement unbelievable. It knocks my socks off. How could that possibly be? How could any report 
come out with that sentence given the information that is out there? The answer is that the commission confined 
the inquiry very narrowly and did not step one inch outside of that line. The report also states — 

The Assessment does not consider in detail the decision by Dr Peter Flett, when Acting Director 
General Department of Health (employing authority), to suspend Mr Moodie without pay from 12 June 
2008. 

It just did not consider it. The report also states — 

The Assessment did not consider or establish whether or not the decision of the employing authority to 
suspend Mr Moodie’s pay was made in good faith. 

It just did not bother with that. The report also states — 

Whether or not the elements of a breach of standard also constitute a breach of discipline is not certain. 

Did the Public Sector Commission check out whether it was certain? No, it did not bother to do that. The report 
states — 

The Assessor is of the view that in the absence of additional information it remains inappropriate to 
recommend that a special inquiry under section 24H(1) of the PSM Act be conducted. 

I am left speechless; I will just pass over that. The report also states — 

The Assessor is of the view that establishing additional breaches of the same standard in relation to the 
same matter is of little value, — 

It does not matter that someone gets pursued, $1 million is lost in the CCC investigation and a raft of public 
servants break the law; that does not matter — 

as it will not alter the outcome for the complainant or necessarily result in process improvements for 
Health. 
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We are not going to worry about all those things that happened because it will not improve the processes! How 
does the Public Sector Commission arrive at that conclusion? The report also states — 

As previously noted, a general evaluation of Health’s disciplinary processes is being undertaken by the 
Commission. 

Therefore, secretly, behind closed doors, the commission is currently looking at this. I know nothing of it and I 
am sure that no members in this place know anything of it. The report also states — 

… the Commission does not intend to further explore the issue of third party advice provided in relation 
to this matter. 

So anyone else’s point of view was excluded. The last part that I will quote from the report states — 

It is understood that to the best of the Commission’s knowledge, whether or not a breach of standard 
also constitutes a breach of discipline has not been determined by a court of Western Australia. 

Since when has a breach of the public service been an issue for the courts of Western Australia? Is that not our 
issue? Is that not what we are meant to be doing? Is that not our role? Unbelievable! 

In my speech last year, I drew attention to the way Mr Moodie’s wife and son had been ill-treated. This has in no 
way been addressed by the Public Sector Commission, yet I am clear that there were breaches involved in that. 
They were both employed by the Department of Health. There were extensive investigations of members of the 
Moodie family and Mr Moodie himself prior to July 2006. These investigations originally focused on his alleged 
inappropriate dealings with computer companies and were undertaken to complement a notification to the CCC 
by the director general at some unknown date. A number of senior people in the Australian public sector external 
to the Western Australian Department of Health subsequently informed Moodie that they were aware of these 
investigations in April 2006 and were advised not to contact him by phone as his phone was being monitored by 
the CCC. Does that not really constitute a breach?  

The objective of the Department of Health investigation was to collect supporting information of Moodie’s 
alleged dishonesty to support a CCC prosecution. These investigations included a detailed examination of Mr 
Moodie’s personal financial dealings with the South West Area Health Service resulting in, amongst other 
things, allegations about his travel claims. Does that really not constitute a breach? The activities of the 
Department of Health investigators were extensive and involved many people, not only Department of Health 
and South West Area Health Service staff, but also people in the broader community. For example, contact was 
made with Moodie’s landlord seeking confirmation that he had leased a property in Maylands. Apart from the 
obvious infringement of his privacy, these activities sought to reinforce a notion of his guilt in the workplace and 
the community. Does that really not constitute a breach? There are also examples of Department of Health 
investigators placing the Moodies under surveillance, not only in the workplace but in the community, and the 
monitoring of emails and other work-related correspondence. By covertly investigating the Moodies, 
investigators were treating them as criminals and ensuring the perception of guilt. Does that really not constitute 
a breach?  

The Evans running sheet documentation, which I tabled as part of my speech to the Parliament on 29 June 2010, 
is an example of the Department of Health investigator attempting to secure sufficient evidence for the 
Corruption and Crime Commission to prosecute. Does that really not constitute a breach? The methodology 
employed in this example is not one based on the Department of Health “Disciplinary Standards and the 
Principles of Procedural Fairness”. That is obviously a document from the department. This methodology is 
based on highly selective information that ensures the compliance of key witnesses to make a case for an 
external body to prosecute. Does that really not constitute a breach? 

I am not going to let this rest. I cannot and will not let this rest. I simply cannot let this sort of betrayal of all that 
I hold dear about this state pass by. In my role as a senior parliamentarian in the state that I love, I cannot let it 
rest. I am going to seek to undertake a preliminary assessment, not on the basis of suitably select material as in 
the Public Sector Commission’s so-called review, but on the basis of all evidence. I will call for the investigation 
files from the Department of Health as well as all the emails and other relevant documents and material relating 
to the computer contracts. I will have a close look at these and I will form a view of what happened from the 
documentation. I will seek expert opinion on these findings. I will speak to Michael Moodie and provide him 
with the necessary protection to allow him to tell his story. I do not intend to make this a public and media 
spectacle as the Department of Health has so successfully achieved with Michael Moodie. All these deliberations 
will be confidential in-house, as are the proceedings in this house, until we get to the bottom of this in a fully 
informed basis. That assumes I can convince my fellow committee members to allow me to do this. I will report 
to this house recommending what action should be taken.  
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This will not go away, and I will not go away. Let me be very clear: this is not about Mr Michael Moodie; this is 
about the integrity of our public service and it is also about the future of governance in this state on two levels. 
Who in their right mind, on hearing this tale, will want to apply for a public service job in this state? How can 
the WA public have respect for the institution of Parliament in this situation if we choose to let it drift on? I am 
frustrated about this matter and the fact that it goes on and on and remains unresolved.  

Let me take members back to the very human side of this. Mr Michael Moodie, his wife Jane, and his sons 
Daniel and James, have spent five years in purgatory—a purgatory not of their own making. He cannot be 
employed in Australia because of these actions. Let me just remind members that twice he was found not guilty 
in a court in Western Australia, yet he is still unemployable. Michael Moodie was the man who saved babies at 
the King Edward Memorial Hospital for Women. He was the man who uncovered the Princess Margaret 
Hospital for Children unsavoury situation and sought to expose the graft with Fujitsu and the Department of 
Health. The Department of Health, as a result, does not want to reward him. It does not want to acknowledge his 
services to the people of this state. This appalling situation has been created by the Department of Health and has 
made Michael Moodie’s family live in purgatory for the last five years. The Public Sector Commission review 
process has been extended for a further 12 months. I am very disappointed about that, and Mr Deputy President 
(Hon Col Holt) might have already worked out that I am not happy. The fact is I put my faith in a range of 
officers of the state, and my faith in them has been totally unwarranted. We must act to stop this disgraceful 
culture in our public service. To me, that is what it is all about.  

I want to add a couple of other things about this, and I do not want to be too serious about it. My white charger 
got stuck in the barrier and does not come out too often. My white armour is a little bit dirty and needs a polish. I 
do not want to come out of the barrier a lot, but since I gave my speech last year a large number of people have 
contacted me about the dealings in the Western Australian state public service. I have heard some dreadful 
stories, and I will point out one of them right now. I have been trying to do a little bit for this person, a man 
called Neil Winzer, who was employed by the Department of Transport. I will not do a Michael Moodie speech 
here, but I will outline the sort of things that are out there that are not being resolved.  

Mr Winzer blew the whistle on a number of very prominent Western Australians. I will not run through who 
they are, but some of them cannot be much more prominent in this state, and I will point out to this house that 
some years ago we passed a bill that said that people who blow the whistle will be protected. But do we protect 
whistleblowers? Absolutely not! Mr Winzer was put on a period of leave relating to workers’ compensation. 
After his full term of leave expired, he was told, after an inquiry, to go back to work. He did not go back to work 
and the Department of Transport did not do anything about it. That was 10 years ago—a decade ago! Mr Winzer 
is still on the records as being employed by the Department of Transport. He has not received a pay cheque for 
10 years, but he is still on the department’s record as an employee. Why has his matter not been dealt with? I 
will put it to members bluntly: because he blew the whistle, he is a person to be punished! I do not want to make 
any comment at all about whether he was right or wrong in the issues that he raised. All that we need to know is 
that he believed totally in the issues that he raised. But right now this man’s position remains unresolved. His life 
is in turmoil—absolute turmoil. I fear for this man. He rings me twice a day. His life is in a mess. What is the 
Public Sector Commission doing about this?  

Hon Kate Doust: A fairly extensive inquiry into Mr Winzer’s situation was conducted by the Standing 
Committee on Environment and Public Affairs a couple of years ago and a number of recommendations were 
made to the government of the day. I am not too sure what has happened since then, but I know that the 
committee certainly tried to resolve Mr Winzer’s issues with his employment.  

Hon MAX TRENORDEN: No-one has acted on it. I appreciate the honourable member’s raising that point, but 
what have we done about that? The issue is not really whether Mr Winzer is right or wrong. Let us just deal with 
it. The Director General of Transport has told the Minister of Transport that this is a very complicated matter. 
Rubbish! It is a simple matter. He is either employed or he is not employed. That is it. There is not much 
complication in that. People like Mr Winzer deserve some outcome—even if it is an outcome he does not like. 
This should not just hang around and hang around. From my slim knowledge of the law—I do know a fair bit 
about workers’ compensation—I know that once someone has been told to go back to work, they are compelled 
to go back to work. Once they have been told to go back to work, their employer is compelled to employ them. 
After that time, the employer may tell them they are no longer required, may terminate their services or may 
make them redundant or whatever. However, none of these things has happened to Mr Winzer; he was just hung 
out there. 

Hon Adele Farina: Did he actually turn up for work? 

Hon MAX TRENORDEN: No. I am not saying the fault is on one side here. He has not turned up for work, and 
he is a difficult man—I will say that straightaway. A lot of people do not like Mr Winzer, but that is not the 
issue. The issue is: why has this matter not been dealt with? There is no excuse for this matter to not have been 
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dealt with. I put to members directly that the number one reason this matter has not been dealt with is because 
this man blew the whistle on a range of prominent Western Australians and he deserves to be punished! That is 
why the matter has not been resolved and why it remains unresolved now. 

A range of prominent people who appeared in the press approached me with the thought that somehow I could 
ride out on my white charger and my shiny armour and save the world! Unfortunately, I can tell members from 
my experience with Mr Moodie, I cannot save anyone. I have been totally unsuccessful in my efforts to get 
people to interface with Mr Michael Moodie. I have to say that I think it has been a game all along. 
Unfortunately for me, I was naive enough to believe that a range of people would in fact do the right thing and 
interface with Mr Moodie. Again I am not saying what that outcome should be; just that there should be an 
outcome. We owe a debt to Michael Moodie. Are we prepared to pay it? Not at all! 

I believe without question that a range of people in this state have been affected severely by actions within the 
public service; that their lives have been severely damaged; and that there is a culture in the public service to 
leave them in that dimension or in that space. I think that is appalling. It does nothing for the image of the public 
service and it does nothing for the image of us as members responsible for the public service. It is just too easy to 
say, “This happened five years ago in the case of Michael Moodie and this happened 10 years ago in the case of 
Mr Neil Winzer. Forget about it. Move on.” These people cannot move on, and it is our responsibility to make 
sure that something occurs to provide some form of outcome for these people. 

HON LYNN MacLAREN (South Metropolitan) [5.32 pm]: I rise to speak to the motion before us in support 
of the budget. Obviously, it is fair to say that today economies around the world are struggling. Anybody who 
has seen the news lately would have seen the chart of the falling stock markets around the world. Usually there is 
the image of a worried face, often of an older person or a retiree who finds himself or herself vulnerable to stock 
market crashes. That is partly because we have superannuation in this country and the future for a lot of those 
people is tied up in the future of the investment market. 

The reliance on investment is even worse because the rapidly increasing cost of living has meant that people are 
using more to get by in their daily lives. State government policy has played a crucial role in increasing the cost 
of living along with, of course, interest rates and other factors not directly under our control, such as transport 
costs due to fuel pricing and WA’s two-speed economy that has cashed-up mining workers competing for 
housing and goods and services with people in other sectors not as generously rewarded. In Western Australia 
and in Australia unemployment is high; homelessness is high; and the rates of consumerism and housing 
affordability are low, as we have discussed numerous times in this chamber. But things are worse in other 
countries. Over the July break, I was fortunate enough to visit my family in the United States, and I can tell 
members that it is much worse there. Unemployment there is over nine per cent and is in fact much worse in 
some places. Many homes are on the market for sale—being repossessed because people have been unable to 
make their payments—and the retail sector is flagging. When I was there, the local Borders bookstore closed. I 
was able to make some good purchases on sale items but I can tell members that my heart went out to the 
workers behind the counter; there were about 11 of them and they were all facing unemployment. It is much 
more difficult to be unemployed in America. Yes, Borders in Australia is facing that issue of trying to 
consolidate. Luckily the whole chain has not closed. 

Hon Kate Doust: No, because the chain here was actually owned by Angus and Robertson. They purchased it 
about 18 months ago, so they are in a different situation in Australia. 

Hon LYNN MacLAREN: Although it is a similar situation for many bookstores. In my town of Fremantle some 
bookstores are consolidating. 

That is just a very small snapshot of the big picture of what is happening because we are in a global economy 
that is currently struggling. The point I would like to make today is about measures we as state legislators in 
Western Australia can take to try to assist people who are suffering because of these changes. 

I want to make note of the ABC, which reported last night that the ratio of debt to gross domestic product in 
countries such as Canada, the United States and even the United Kingdom is in the order of 70 per cent to 
80 per cent. That is therefore a massive difference from the debt ratio to GDP in Australia, which is just 
7.4 per cent. The commentator on the ABC explicitly said that we do not have anywhere near as big a problem as 
these other countries do. The commentator mentioned Japan in particular where the debt ratio to GDP is 
130 per cent. It could be a whole lot worse, so we are in a good position. This means that more of our funds are 
available for services and to drive and invest in our economy in these times when the pot of money elsewhere is 
shrinking. I draw your attention, Mr Deputy President (Hon Col Holt), to today’s The West Australian. Jessica 
Irvine makes the final comment in her article headed “US credit downgrade says everything and nothing” as 
follows — 
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Much will depend on politicians accepting a “hair of the dog” prescription: that the answer to the world 
debt crisis is more government debt and spending to stimulate economies out of recession. The 
prospects of such a political consensus have been severely downgraded of late. 

However, in the comments I want to make in response to the budget today I want to focus on four examples of 
how state government policies can drive a stronger economy with more employment and a better, more 
sustainable way of life for Western Australians. Those four areas are, firstly, urban planning, where we can 
reduce the cost of living and increase the quality of life by the decisions on urban planning that we make in this 
place; secondly, affordable housing can improve community life, reduce health costs and the cost of justice 
services and increase employment; thirdly, investment in efficient transport infrastructure can reduce travel costs 
and emissions as well; and, finally, I will outline a better economic alternative to the live export industry in 
which Western Australia is currently involved. 

Just on the matter of urban planning, as I mentioned, over July I visited the United States and I was fortunate 
enough to conduct a field study in Portland, Oregon. Portland, Oregon is well known for its sustainable urban 
planning; our own Minister for Planning recently visited there and was inspired by its transit-oriented 
developments. I walked through the Pearl and Waterfront districts, guided by people from Portland university 
who are very keen to show off how they have developers working with regional planners to deliver more 
liveable cities. They are walkable neighbourhoods, they are places with active street fronts and a thriving 
commercial sector, and they have affordable housing and some pretty nice condominiums with river views. In 
the Waterfront district, where I drew parallels with our own waterfront in Perth, there is a thriving medical 
research facility that not only delivers services to the medical industry, but also trains young people in a range of 
new research fields. People are living and working in the same place. It is a beautiful place, and it is actually a 
brownfield development, which means that it was, at one time, industry—it was railway marshalling yards. 
One of the most inspiring places was called Mirabella, which is a continuing care retirement home. People can 
retire into a luxury apartment, and as they get older and if their care needs to be increased, they can move into 
several levels of care right there in the same neighbourhood so that they can walk to their normal store, keep the 
same neighbours, keep the relationships they have developed in the community, and live their lives quite 
comfortably. It was very inspirational, and I will talk more on that when we look at the Cockburn coast 
metropolitan region scheme amendment.  

But to wrap up my thoughts around urban planning and how we can make decisions that will assist us to keep the 
cost of living down, I will read something about this development from the Portland website. According to my 
notes, by limiting parking, expanding green space and installing a streetcar line, Portland achieved a successful 
high-density, pedestrian-friendly environment, and integrated affordable housing into the mix. That is a worthy 
goal. It is a policy decision, but we need developers to be innovative and to be supported by policies that will 
deliver these outcomes for Western Australians. I see it happening, and it is very exciting that we have a state 
that is interested in these ideas and that can be in a position to encourage them. I would like to see that.  

My second point was on the issue of affordable housing. I want to say that the government has finally tackled the 
issue of affordable housing, and it has released its 10-year state affordable housing strategy. When we looked at 
the budget to see how that was going to be funded, we saw that the WA government has committed to 
20 000 affordable housing opportunities by 2020. I acknowledge that that is a good step forward; however, the 
benefits of actually building new housing—that is, more bricks and mortar—are much greater than financial 
incentives to access private housing that already exists. Putting social housing tenants in existing private housing 
goes some way towards meeting the affordable housing need, but it is not the generator of jobs and economic 
activity that building new housing would be. I am still going to encourage the Minister for Housing to go down 
that road.  

Many jobs are created in the construction phase of new housing. During the debate on the green stimulus 
package in New Zealand, the New Zealand Greens estimated that a total of 28 000 jobs would be created by the 
addition of 6 000 state houses at an investment of $120 million over three years. That is the kind of leadership I 
would like to see from the Western Australian housing minister. The Greens (WA) welcome the state 
government’s investment of $150 million over the three years from 2011 to 2014 to meet the housing needs of 
some of the most vulnerable in our community—such as clients of the Disability Services Commission, the 
Mental Health Commission, and the Drug and Alcohol Office—who will move into these specially built houses. 
That is very commendable, and I think that is something in the budget that needs to be acknowledged as a good 
move.  

As members heard today in question time, I am concerned about the financial implications of the government’s 
disruptive behaviour management policy, not to mention the social impact. According to research by the 
Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute, an increased number of evictions of people with multiple and 
complex needs may also result in direct and indirect costs, with limited benefits for the management of social 
housing and the creation of additional demands on the public and community housing sector. Evictions generate 
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a number of challenges that include evictees who end up in high-cost hospital or other institutions, children 
separated from their parents, the education of children disrupted, and additional demands placed on community 
housing and crisis accommodation; the majority of evicted persons end up homeless. These are people we need 
to look after. We just have to bite the bullet and accept that. We cannot just evict people into space. They will 
end up somewhere, and we need to find ways to solve that problem. We are creating a bigger problem by solving 
the problem of socially disruptive tenants. We acknowledge that an effective policy response is needed to tackle 
this issue; we are not saying it does not exist. This is a big issue. Disruptive and antisocial behaviour by tenants 
in public and social housing needs to be dealt with; however, we are concerned about the three strikes policy, 
and we do not want it to produce unintended consequences like creating increased costs for government and 
social impacts on the community that will increase the demand on the already overloaded community services. 
My point is made.  

One of the other issues I wanted to address is transport. Spending on safe, efficient and reliable transport 
infrastructure will put Perth residents and businesses on a better economic footing, no matter their circumstances. 
A wealthy homeowner in one of our blue ribbon, I guess, suburbs—maybe Peppermint Grove or Dalkeith or 
something—will still benefit if good public transport system infrastructure is in place. The roads will not be as 
congested and people will be able to get to their appointments quicker. It makes good economic sense for 
whatever layer of the economy people are in. Reducing traffic congestion makes business more efficient and 
reduces pollution. It keeps travel costs down and improves efficiency and affordability. I commend the 
government for finally releasing its “Public Transport for Perth in 2031”. It did that in July, and I do not know 
how much media it got because, as I said, I was out of the country. The government has invested $13.8 million to 
provide additional bus services. It is really important to have some access to public transport, but a greater 
investment is needed to recover from the years of underinvestment in public transport. Yet again, we have this 
gap of not having enough rail services and not taking the opportunity of place-making by establishing light rail. 

It was encouraging to see that the government is going to invest $1.5 million in concept and feasibility studies 
for a light rail system, but it has put the implementation of that out for two or three elections from now. Really, 
we need something much sooner; that horizon is too far off. People need choice and public transport alternatives 
now. For an estimated $15 million to $29 million a kilometre, we could have an extensive light rail system 
throughout the metropolitan area. We know what the cost is, and we need to see that leadership taken in 
investing that money now. It is especially disappointing for me as a member for the South Metropolitan Region 
that the Cities of Fremantle, Cockburn and Melville have been denied light rail this time. The light rail network 
should not be limited to the north eastern corridor. I note that the government intends to extend the heavy rail to 
Yanchep, and will potentially be putting light rail in Mirrabooka. It can be used as a catalyst for the infill 
development we need to restrict the urban footprint. We should take that opportunity and revitalise our key urban 
centres. Fremantle needs some revitalisation, and having a link to places like Melville and Booragoon is a no-
brainer; to have a light rail in place to serve all the seniors, in particular, who live in and around Booragoon, so 
that they can get into Fremantle and enjoy the many theatre and art opportunities available there. It is just a no-
brainer, and I do not understand why we have not been able to do that. We need to bring affordability back to the 
inner city and take the pressure off the urban fringe. 

Over the weekend, I supported the launch of the Road to Rail campaign, which is a local campaign to revitalise 
the very good idea of the former Labor government of trying to improve our freight network by using rail rather 
than trucks to move freight around the city. The former government had a very good goal of moving 30 per cent 
of our freight onto rail. Right now the people of Fremantle, who are really suffering from the additional truck 
traffic, are keen to campaign to bring back that goal. I support that campaign. It is also supported by Hon Ken 
Travers, the shadow Minister for Transport. I can tell members that there is quite a bit of energy and enthusiasm 
around that campaign. 

The government’s continued investment in the expansion of our metropolitan road network, however, while 
simultaneously dismantling the tier 3 rail network and removing the rail freight subsidy, shows that the 
government really has its head in the sand when it comes to dealing with the looming crisis of peak oil and 
climate change. There are so many good reasons for getting our freight off the road and onto rail. I am going to 
list a couple of them. 

There are climate change impacts. A single 600-metre train can carry the load of 50 or 80 trucks, if the loads are 
double stacked. Those are shocking figures, and it makes one wonder why we are not doing it already. Per 
container, road transport consumes about four times as much fuel as rail on a short haul, and more than six times 
as much on a long haul across Australia. As I have mentioned, we also have the spectre of peak oil looming 
before us. That is the point in time at which the maximum rate of global petroleum extraction is reached, after 
which the rate of production enters terminal decline, as they say. Many organisations feel that we have already 
reached this level of peak oil; others believe it may be only a few years off. Either way, all we need to do is 
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future-proof our economies so that we are not affected by this potentially catastrophic change in our global 
economy. 

There are health concerns around particulate pollution, which is connected with truck diesel engines, and there 
are noise issues, road safety issues and amenity concerns when there are more trucks on our roads, with massive 
freeways bisecting our communities. These externalities are often not considered when assessing the economic 
impacts of different modes of transport—whether we decide to go by road or rail—but they should be 
considered. These externalities matter greatly, and they create costs for the government—increased health costs, 
for instance. Between 2000 and 2008, there were 4 945 crashes involving heavy vehicles on Western Australian 
roads. Of these crashes, 110 involved fatalities. The cost of road traffic–related industry and death is $1 billion 
annually. These are costs that the government needs to be aware of, so when we invest in rail, it is not throwing 
money away; it is actually reducing the health costs and potential costs of this congestion in traffic, and the 
accidents we have on our roads. Air pollution costs Perth $4 million a year in health costs. There are many 
economic imperatives for reducing our truck transportation. 

In spite of this, the government seems hell-bent on increasing the number of trucks on our roads, to the detriment 
of our health and safety environment, and our future economic stability in the face of oil prices going up. Over 
the past year, the government started dismantling the tier 3 rail lines, destroying bush in the process. It also 
finalised plans for the proposed Roe Highway stage 8 extension. A further $3.7 million was allocated in this 
year’s budget, on top of the $16.8 million that was allocated before, and that is just looking at the consultation 
and planning phases. As members know, I have clearly identified Roe stage 8 as a road to nowhere. It is 
financially and, I say, morally bankrupt. The direct costs are high, but the indirect costs are much higher. 
Broader economic impacts on traffic congestion, health and loss of amenity in the area are massive; however, the 
consequences of losing an ecosystem are much, much greater. Roe 8 will cost at least $551 million; more than 
half a billion dollars is a high price to pay for this road with questionable benefits. It is out for public submission 
now, and people are encouraged to come to the rally that is on this weekend to oppose this road and to try to save 
Beeliar wetlands. If it goes ahead, it will clear another 79 hectares of Carnaby’s cockatoo habitat. This species is 
severely threatened, as we all know, with initial indications from the Great Cocky Count this year suggesting that 
species numbers have declined by a third, and for what? According to a public environmental review document, 
to increase efficiency of freight movements to and from key generators and the Fremantle port. Needless to say, I 
do not agree with that purpose, and I will do everything I can in my power to ensure that that ridiculous plan 
never comes to fruition. 

I am well aware that time is marching on, and I will have another opportunity to discuss the Road to Rail 
campaign, so I want to finish my remarks on live exports. There is a better economic alternative to live exports. 
The importance of the live export trade to Australian farmers and workers is now subject to a Senate inquiry. I 
urge members to make submissions to that inquiry. The value of the live export trade was close to $1 billion in 
2009. Of the 950 000 cattle exported, 81 per cent went to Indonesia; 3.5 million sheep were exported, of which 
approximately 950 000 went to Kuwait, and 747 000 to Bahrain. Malaysia was the major destination market for 
Australian goats, with a market share of 91 per cent. With the closure of abattoirs in Wyndham, Derby, Broome 
and Carnarvon, pastoralists are very dependent on the live export trade. These figures indicate that the live 
export trade is important to the Australian economy, but it pays to examine them much more closely. The Greens 
(WA) have consistently argued that local meat production would be far better, for both the animals that are 
transported long distances for slaughter and the Australian economy, than exporting live animals. Although our 
policy is clear that the trade should cease immediately, we have also supported the thousands of petitioners who 
have called for investigations into how it can be phased out to enable the meat industry to ramp up while farmers 
and pastoralists adjust their operations. In October 2009, shortly after I was elected, the ACIL Tasman report, 
“The value of live sheep exports from Western Australia”, was released. The report concluded that a sheep 
processed domestically is worth 20 per cent more to the Australian economy than one exported live, due to the 
capacity to add value in Australia. Other key findings of that report were that the value of live sheep exports to 
farmers and the economy is very small compared with other rural commodities. Now is the time to signal a 
phase-out of live sheep exports, because the industry is already undergoing major structural reform. The farmers 
are already moving away from live sheep exports and into more profitable areas, such as prime lamb and 
cropping. On mixed farming businesses, there are many uses for sheep, and the transition for farmers from live 
sheep to sheep meat is relatively simple. I can see that members from the Mining and Pastoral Region and 
Agricultural Region are listening with interest; I know that is because they are thinking that what we are talking 
about is different land. We are talking about pastoral land. It is marginal land and we are talking about cattle that 
we raise only to a certain weight so that they can be exported on ships and fattened overseas.  

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm 

Hon LYNN MacLAREN: I was remarking on the different ways state government policies can generate a better 
economy here in Western Australia. In the last example, I was discussing the alternative to live exports and how, 
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economically, that can be more beneficial to Western Australia. I will continue with the remarks I was making 
about the ACIL Tasman report of October 2009, entitled “The value of live sheep exports from Western 
Australia”. That report made several key findings, including that the value of live sheep exports to farmers and 
the economy is very small compared with that of other rural commodities. The report states that now is the time 
to signal a phase-out of live sheep exports because the industry is already undergoing major structural reform. It 
also says that farmers are at least already moving away from live sheep exports and into more profitable areas 
such as prime lamb and cropping, and that in mixed farming businesses there are many uses for sheep and the 
transition for farmers from live sheep to sheepmeat is relatively simple. Phasing out live sheep exports will not 
affect the price of lamb or mutton in the long term. Finally, the report concluded by saying that the farm level 
adjustments required to phase out live sheep exports would not be extensive compared with changes that are 
already underway in the industry.  

A second report from ACIL Tasman was released subsequent to that, entitled “Economic analysis of Australian 
live sheep and sheep meat trade”, which looked in more detail at the economic value of exporting meat. It 
proposed a number of strategies by which sheepmeat exports could be increased, including, of course, 
promotional campaigns that could drive demand for Australian beef and lamb in Australia’s major export 
markets. This is one of those strategies that our government can support. This is one of the strategies that we 
have debated at some length, and it is not the responsibility of animal rights activists to come up with alternative 
markets. Indeed, it is a demand that our Department of Agriculture and our marketing departments should seek 
to generate. The ACIL Tasman report said that the Australian government could potentially replicate New 
Zealand’s policy efforts to increase its access to the European Union market. New Zealand’s duty free quota for 
sheepmeat is by far the largest in the EU. There has been an argument for some time that Australia deserves a 
piece of that market. Improvements in competitiveness through more efficient use of water and energy, 
maximising the recovery of saleable meat and edible offal, improving working conditions, increasing 
reproductive rates, decreasing mortality rates, reducing age at sale, and lowering the cost of production are other 
strategies that can be used for increasing sheepmeat exports.  

Before we broke for dinner I was touching on the fact that over the past few weeks, many members of this house 
have discussed the plight of the pastoralists who have been exporting cattle to Indonesia. The pastoralist industry 
has grown in the north to exploit the opportunity of exporting cattle from marginal rangelands to be fattened at 
their destination. As the producers expanded and changed their stock to breeds that met the demand of overseas 
buyers—we are talking about bos indicus rather than bos taurus breeds—the local processing industry was 
choked with the supply of animals for slaughter to sustain the abattoirs and the downstream processing 
industries. Now we have a situation in which the local abattoir industry has shrunk and in the north has 
disappeared altogether. I believe I mentioned to members before that in the days following the Four Corners 
report I sat down with the agriculture minister’s advisers, who told me in no uncertain terms that the 
infrastructure for abattoirs at the various places I mentioned, including Wyndham and Derby, had all but 
disappeared. They are gone; there is only a cement pad left. That is the degree to which we have put all our eggs 
in one basket, that basket being the export of live animals. Farmers and pastoralists have not diversified; they are 
completely vulnerable to the export market. Many members on the other side have mentioned this in their 
member statements regarding the live exports dilemma they find themselves in. Ironically, they are in the same 
situation now that they were in decades ago when the power of the unionised workforce in the meatworks 
industry controlled what farmers paid for their animals, leaving them little option other than to sell their 
livestock elsewhere. That is ironic because in the beginning they established the live sheep trade to create some 
competition for the local abattoir industry. Now they are stuck with the live exports and they do not have the 
local abattoir industry to compete with the live exporters. The live meat export industry may have been attractive 
at first as competition for local abattoirs, but it has failed to deliver a sustainable and diversified market for 
livestock.  

The Senate inquiry is looking also at whether it is possible to replace the live export trade with a processed and 
packaged meat export trade and at what effect such a replacement might have on the Australian economy. I draw 
members’ attention to the fact that in New Zealand live exports started to be phased out in 2003 when 60 000 
sheep were stranded in the Mediterranean en route to the Middle East, and most of them died after weeks of 
suffering. From that time there was an immediate and almost total ban on sheep exports. In New Zealand the ban 
was extended to live cattle in 2007 with the support of the farming community. In an interview with Geraldine 
Doogue on ABC radio’s Saturday Extra on 18 June 2011, John Anderton, who was the New Zealand Minister 
for Agriculture and is now the Deputy Prime Minister, stated that it was a “combination of concern for animal 
welfare and fear of an economic backlash if New Zealand gained a reputation for treating animals badly that 
drove the ban on live exports”. He went on to say that, in any event, live export is the lowest form of commodity 
export whereby the exporter loses the added value of local processing, so “why would you risk blowing a far 
more lucrative business in favour of a trade that not only risks your reputation but gives you a lower return?” 
New Zealand currently has a lucrative export trade of processed meat to many international markets, including 
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the USA, Japan and Europe. If the transition from live meat export to processed and packaged meat export 
makes sense on animal welfare and economic grounds and was accomplished in New Zealand with so little fuss, 
and with the support of the farming community I remind members, there is no reason it should not be similarly 
accomplished here in Australia. 

The Western Australian Farmers Federation’s position on the suspension of live exports to Indonesia is that by 
undermining Indonesia’s food security, the live export suspension will also trigger starvation for many of our 
northern neighbours. This statement is not only unsubstantiated, but also untrue. On average, Indonesians eat 
two kilograms of red meat each year, so even the complete removal of Australian beef would make virtually no 
difference whatsoever, except to the more affluent Indonesians who tend to eat Australian beef. Moreover, the 
Indonesian government plans to be self-sufficient in beef by 2014. This is not a long-term market that we should 
encourage Western Australian farmers to depend on. The marketing manager for Wellard Rural Exports noted in 
correspondence, which I believe many of us received, that the live export feedlot and slaughter industry provides 
employment opportunities in Indonesia, but fails to mention that this industry competes with the meat industry in 
Australia and therefore reduces the number of local jobs available.  

I want to do the courtesy of responding to some of the comments about live exports made by six members during 
members’ statements over the past few weeks. None of them seemed to agree with the economic statistics that 
were quoted, and I would like to get to the bottom of that, perhaps through parliamentary questions. However, 
the first member who spoke claimed that the industry was worth $250 million and 1 000 jobs. He said 185 000 
cattle from the Kimberley were being exported to Indonesia and of the total 370 000 cattle exported from 
Western Australia, 80 per cent went to Indonesia. The second speaker said there was $170 million worth of 
economic value in the live cattle export trade and that 800 jobs were involved. The third speaker said there was 
about 100 000 cattle in the north west, which again is down from that 185 000 that were going to Indonesia. The 
fourth speaker said the economic value to Western Australia was $100 million, again dropping further; however, 
I believe it was Hon Wendy Duncan who said she had heard that day that 28 000 direct and indirect jobs were 
lost through the suspension of the trade to Indonesia. That is a hugely inflated number and really we should get 
to the bottom of exactly how many jobs and how much money we are talking about in relation to the live cattle 
export trade. 

I want to finish by saying that some of the jobs that have been stated to be at risk include those helicopter pilots 
who do the long-distance musters. Fuel companies have claimed that they are not selling as much fuel because 
transport is reduced. We had a great story about a very innovative family who provided feed to the ports for the 
cattle before they went on board the ships or while they were in holding pens. I put it to members that these jobs, 
rather than being at risk, would still exist if we had a processed meat trade; however, there would be additional 
jobs because these cattle would be mustered and transported to abattoirs instead of ports. We know that abattoirs 
have a multiplier effect of 3.4 or four jobs; for every meat worker employed in an abattoir, at least three jobs are 
created in related industries. Therefore, if we were concerned about the economic wellbeing of the northern 
pastoralists, that is a job creation strategy that the state government could embrace.  

The only issue that I have not addressed is the fattening of the animals. The cattle that are now being raised—this 
transition has been over only the past few years—are cattle that the Indonesian market eats and that the 
Australian market has not adjusted to; it is not to its taste. I know that a member in the federal Parliament has 
suggested and has actually approached, I believe, Coles and Woolworths to see whether they would accept the 
bos indicus meat for mince and whether that could be a market for that meat in case we never find a humane way 
to slaughter cattle in Indonesia.  

Therefore, my point is that state government policies can affect the economy. We can serve the interests of those 
people who believe that the welfare of the animals is a significant factor that this government should legislate for 
and we can also employ all the people who are currently employed, plus more, in the abattoir industry. 
Therefore, I put that argument to the house as a counterpoint to the argument of the six members who addressed 
this issue over the several weeks previous. As the four examples that I have used illustrate, state government 
policies can drive a stronger economy with more employment and a better, more sustainable way of life for 
Western Australians. I urge members, particularly ministers of this government, to seek opportunities in these 
times of economic uncertainty to create jobs for Western Australians, improve the availability of affordable 
housing and transport, and diversify our export markets to reduce the vulnerability that we have recently 
witnessed in the case of the pastoralists who are dependent on live exports. Hopefully more Western Australians 
will not suffer the same fate if, for instance, the Chinese market for iron ore falters in the current global 
downturn. So, I support the motion.  

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Ken Baston. 
 


